Abstract. A local coupled-channelsKN -πΣ-πΛ potential is constructed, equivalently reproducing the scattering amplitude in chiral SU(3) dynamics. By analyzing the wave function of the Λ(1405), we show thē KN dominance of the upper pole within the two-pole structure of the Λ(1405). The resulting potential will be useful for investigatingK fewnucleon systems including their coupled channels.
Introduction
Systems of an antikaon and few nucleons are of considerable interest in fewbody physics because the low-energyKN interaction is considered to be sufficiently attractive to generate a quasibound state, the Λ(1405), belowKN threshold [1, 2, 3] . One of the recent theoretical achievements is the determination of the precise meson-baryon scattering amplitude, including the pole position of the Λ(1405) [4] . Currently, a whole set of experimental data near theKN threshold is successfully described in the framework of chiral SU(3) coupled-channels dynamics [5, 6] .
In order to study theK few-nucleon systems with established techniques for rigorous few-body calculations, it is desirable to construct a local meson-baryon potential. A detailed strategy for constructing such a local potential equivalent to chiral SU(3) dynamics has been developed in Ref. [7] . It is also shown that one can renormalize the effects of πY (≡ πΣ, πΛ) channels to obtain a singlechannelKN potential. By applying this strategy to the scattering amplitude in Refs. [5, 6] , an elaborate single-channelKN potential has been derived in Ref. [8] . This potential is applied to the investigations of few-body kaonic nuclei [9] and kaonic deuterium [10] .
While the single-channelKN potential exactly reproduces the two-body scattering amplitude, in the application to the few-body systems, dynamical effects of the coupled-channels (such as πY plus nucleons) are not properly included. For states near theKN threshold, the neglect of such components does not affect observables very much. However, the results in Ref. [9] suggest that the quasibound state ofK and six nucleons appears near the threshold of πΣ plus five nucleons. In such cases, the explicit treatment of coupled-channels dynamics is expected to give sizable contributions.
Here we construct the coupled-channelsKN -πΣ-πΛ potential [11] equivalent to the scattering amplitude in Refs. [5, 6] . As an application within the two-body sector, we study the meson-baryon fractions in the Λ(1405) by analyzing the wave function of the quasibound state.
Coupled-channels meson-baryon potential
We start from the coupled-channels Schrödinger equation for a nonrelativistic energy E,
where µ i , ∆M i , and ψ i are the reduced mass, the energy difference from the reference threshold, and the wave function in channel i, respectively. The coupledchannels potential V equiv ij has a matrix form in channel basis with i =KN , πΣ, and πΛ. In contrast to the single-channelKN potential which has a complex strength due to the absorption into the πY channels, the strengths of V equiv ij are real valued. In addition, V equiv ij has an energy dependence, which originates from the energy dependence of the chiral interaction and from the renormalization of higher energy channels such as ηΛ and KΞ.
Our task is to determine V equiv ij such that the scattering amplitude from Eq. (1) reproduces the one in Refs. [5, 6] . The potential V equiv ij should be related to the interaction kernel in chiral SU(3) dynamics, but there is no direct way of converting the interaction kernel, given that the framework is different. We therefore introduce several matching conditions of V equiv ij and the interaction kernel, not only on the real energy axis but also in the complex energy plane, in order to systematically determine V equiv ij . For the details of the potential construction procedure, see Ref. [11] .
For practical applications, it is useful to represent V equiv ij in a conveniently parametrized form. We use the following parametrization:
The spatial distribution is assumed to be a Gaussian form with the range parameter b i . The energy dependence is parametrized by a polynomial of order α max with real coefficients K α,ij . These parameters are determined by the matching conditions mentioned above, and the results are tabulated in Ref. [11] . One remarkable fact is that the energy dependence of V equiv ij can be accurately parametrized by a second-order polynomial (α max = 2). This is in sharp contrast to the single-channel version in Ref. [11] where one needs α max as large as 10 for sufficient accuracy. In other words, the explicit inclusion of the πY channels permits a parametrization of the potential strength with a more natural, much weaker energy dependence.
Compositeness of the Λ(1405)
In general, a resonance eigenstate is expressed by a pole of the scattering amplitude in the complex energy plane. In the case of the Λ(1405), the resonance is expressed by two poles [12, 4] . From the coupled-channels potential, we find poles at √ s = 1424 − 27i MeV and √ s = 1380 − 81i with √ s = E + M N + m K , consistently with the original scattering amplitude [5, 6] . The wave function of the Λ(1405) can be obtained by evaluating Eq. (1) at these pole energies. Starting from the wave function it is possible to extract the properties of the resonance. It should be kept in mind that due to the unstable nature of resonances, the expectation value of operators (such as norm of the state) becomes complex.
Here we discuss the compositeness X i and the "elementarity" Z [13] which are related to the norm of the wave function in channel i:
where
The compositeness X i represents the fraction of the channel i component in the total wave function. When the potential is energy dependent, the sum of X i s does not become unity, and the elementarity Z is introduced. Using the Feshbach projection method, Z can be expressed by the expectation value of the energy derivative of the potential [11] . Originally, Z has been introduced as a field renormalization constant of the bare state representing the elementary component of the composite system [14] . In the present context, it is understood as the contributions not explicitly included in the model space.
We show the results of X πΣ , XK N , and Z for high-mass pole at 1424 − 27i MeV in Table 1 . The results are consistent with those obtained by the singlechannel potential [8] , as well as with the evaluation by the residue of the pole [15] . In all cases, XK N is close to unity and the others are almost zero. Hence, we conclude theKN dominance of the high-mass pole of the Λ(1405). Table 1 . Compositeness Xi and elementarity Z for high-mass pole of the Λ(1405) coupled-channels system.
Method
XπΣ XK N Z Coupled-channels potential −0.02 − 0.25i 1.01 − 0.13i 0.01 + 0.37i Single-channels potential [8] 1.01 − 0.07i Residue of the pole [15] −0.19 − 0.22i 1.14 + 0.01i 0.05 + 0.21i
Summary
We have constructed a coupled-channels meson-baryon (KN ↔ πY ) potential based on chiral SU(3) dynamics. The evaluation of the compositeness tells us that the high-mass pole of the Λ(1405) is dominated by theKN component. This potential will be useful in order to shed new light on meson-baryon few-body systems with strangeness.
